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In the original Collins-Soper-Sterman (CSS) presentation of the results of transverse-momentum-
dependent (TMD) factorization for the Drell-Yan process, results for perturbative coefficients can be
obtained from calculations for collinear factorization. Here we show how to use these results, plus
known results for the quark form factor, to obtain coefficients for TMD factorization in more recent
formulations, e.g., that due to Collins, and apply them to known results at order α2s and α3s . We also
show that the “nonperturbative” functions as obtained from fits to data are equal in the two schemes.
We compile the higher-order perturbative inputs needed for the updated CSS scheme by appealing to
results obtained in a variety of different formalisms. In addition, we derive the connection between
both versions of the CSS formalism and several formalisms based in soft-collinear effective theory




In the application of transverse-momentum-dependent
(TMD) factorization to the Drell-Yan and other proc-
esses, many standard fits to data, like those of
Refs. [1,2], use a presentation of a TMD factorization
formula due to Collins, Soper, and Sterman (CSS1) [3].
In this method, the cross section is written as a Fourier
transform over a transverse-position variable bT. The bT
dependence is separated into a part estimated by per-
turbative methods, and a correction factor involving
certain functions gKðbTÞ, gj=Hðx; bTÞ that allow for a
parametrization of the important nonperturbative depend-
ence at large bT. The perturbative part is restricted to use
bT less than a cut-off bmax. Results of fits are presented
as parametrizations for the “nonperturbative” functions1
gKðbTÞ, gj=Hðx; bTÞ etc. (Let us call these collectively the
“g-functions.”)
Two issues now arise. The first is that an improved
version of TMD factorization has been derived in Ref. [4],
and that some closely related formalisms have been
developed within the framework of soft-collinear effective
theory (SCET).2 Let us refer to the version in Ref. [4]
as CSS2.
The second issue is that the fitted functions, the
g-functions, are not intrinsically interpretable in terms of
TMD parton densities, but only in conjunction with the cut-
off-dependent perturbative part of the factorization for-
mula. This raises questions about the validity of using
g-functions extracted using one perturbative formalism for
calculations and phenomenology in another formalism.
Aybat and Rogers [6] already organized the TMD functions
in accordance with the new definitions, and used existing
previously existing phenomenology to construct TMD
parametrizations of parton densities in terms of g-functions.
However, until now it has not been firmly established that
the g-functions extracted using the older CSS1 formalism
actually apply directly to the TMD functions defined
in CSS2.
In this article we therefore do the following: We show
how to relate the two versions of the CSS-style formalism,
so that results of fits obtained using the original CSS
factorization formula can be applied in the new formalism.
We also derive explicit transformations to implement the
*jcc8@psu.edu
†trogers@odu.edu
1The characterization of these functions as nonperturbative
is somewhat misleading. While the intent of their definition
is to include the important nonperturbative properties of
TMD functions at large bT, they can also include perturba-
tively calculable contributions if bmax is chosen conservatively
small.
2We will comment on some of the relations of the SCET-
based formalisms to CSS2 in Sec. II C and in Appendix B. In
particular, the TMD functions defined by Echevarría et al. [5]
agree with those of CSS2, as does the way in which they
appear in the TMD factorization formula. In Sec. II D, we will
summarize the relevant differences between CSS1 and the
newer methods.
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scheme change between the two formalisms. Key quantities
in both formalisms are TMD parton densities and the CSS
evolution kernel ~KðbTÞ, which are defined in terms of
certain QCD matrix elements. The present article’s
advances include obtaining the full relations between
the old and new schemes, showing completely how fits
made using the old scheme can be applied to give TMD
parton densities in the new scheme. We show that the
g-functions in the two schemes are equal. We give
formulas for the TMD functions with the new definitions
in terms of the fitted functions obtained using the original
CSS formalism. The resulting TMD functions have an
invariant significance, independently of the details of the
specific implementation and of values of arbitrary per-
turbative cutoffs like the renormalization scale and the
bmax cut off.
We compute various functions needed in the
formalism, on the basis of existing calculations of the
quark form factor by Moch et al. [7], and of hard
scattering in collinear factorization by Catani et al. [8].
These results are: (a) The coefficients relating TMD
and collinear parton densities to order a2s ; (b) The
TMD hard scattering coefficient for the standard
Drell-Yan process and for semi-inclusive deeply inelas-
tic scattering (SIDIS), to order a2s ; (c) The anomalous
dimensions to order a3s ; (d) The CSS2 evolution
kernel ~K to order a2s. We give full details of the
nontrivial methods by which the coefficients are
obtained from the previous results. In particular we
find that we need some apparently new technical results
concerning the collinear factors used for factorization
for the quark form factor. We verify that our results
agree with calculations of corresponding quantities by
very different methods by Gehrmann et al. [9,10] and
by Echevarria et al. [11]. Those calculations start from
the operator definitions of the TMD functions, and so
the agreement with our calculations provides a non-
trivial test of the correctness of the TMD factorization
methods. We point out that the order a3s value for the
hard scattering is available from results by Gehrmann
et al. [12], and that a calculation by Ref. [13] gives the
value of ~K to order a3s. That the result of Ref. [13] in
fact gives exactly the perturbative expansion of ~K is not
immediately apparent from their paper, so we give a
derivation of the correspondence in Appendix B, where
we also show how to map their factorization and TMD
parton densities onto those given by CSS2 and by
Echevarría et al. [5].
II. THE FORMALISMS
There are several standard processes for which TMD
factorization applies: the Drell-Yan process, SIDIS, and
eþe− annihilation to hadrons in the back-to-back region.
The simplest cases are where the single electroweak
boson involved is a virtual photon. In this paper, we will
mostly work with the electromagnetic Drell-Yan proc-
ess, with unpolarized beams and with the lepton angle
integrated over. However, the overall principles apply
more generally. This includes the elementary general-
izations to cases with other electroweak bosons (Z, W,
Higgs, as well as similar particles in proposed exten-
sions of the Standard Model). It also includes cases
where hadron or parton polarizations enter, and where
the distribution in lepton angles is examined. Processes
with polarization have considerable current interest
(e.g., Refs. [14–16]), and have their characteristic extra
TMD parton densities and fragmentation functions.
We will summarize in Sec. III B the results for the
process-dependence or independence of the quantities
involved.
A. Notation and conventions









as the expansion parameter.
B. Original CSS formalism
The original CSS formula [3], (3.17), and (5.8) for the
Drell-Yan process, as used in the fits in [1,2], was
obtained starting from a TMD factorization formula,
using the specific definitions of TMD parton densities
that had been given by Collins and Soper (CS) [17].
Earlier, CS [18,19] had obtained TMD factorization for
dihadron production in eþe− annihilation. The natural
extension to the Drell-Yan process was stated by CSS in
[3]; CSS argued that the then-recent work on the
cancellation of the Glauber region was sufficient to
allow the extension of the proof of TMD factorization
to Drell-Yan.
Associated with factorization are evolution equations
for the TMD functions and a kind of operator-product
expansion (OPE) for the TMD parton densities at small
bT. CSS solved these equations with neglect of power-
suppressed terms, segregated nonperturbative contribu-
tions at large bT, and then redefined various functions.
The result was of the form





















































× exp ½−gCSS1j=A ðxA; bT;bmaxÞ − gCSS1|̄=B ðxB; bT;bmaxÞ − gCSS1K ðbT; bmaxÞ lnðQ2=Q20Þ þ suppressed corrections:
ð2Þ
Here we work with the inclusive Drell-Yan process
Aþ B → lþl− þ X, with restriction to production of the
lepton pair through a virtual photon. The 4-momentum of
the lepton pair is qμ, and its invariant mass, rapidity and














, we define ej to be the charge of quark
j (in units of the elementary charge unit e), and α is the






μb ¼ C1=b; ð4Þ
μQ ¼ C2Q; ð5Þ
with C1 and C2 being constants that can be adjusted to try
to optimize the accuracy of perturbative calculations; if all
quantities were computed exactly, the results of predictions
would be independent ofC1 andC2. The quantities fj=H are
ordinary collinear parton densities (in the MS scheme,
normally). Those quantities that are specific to the par-
ticular definitions given by CSS are indicated with the label
“CSS1.” The functions ACSS1, BCSS1;DY, and ~C
CSS1;DY are
perturbatively calculable.3 Corrections to the formula, as
noted on the last line, are power suppressed whenQ is large
and qT ≪ Q. Equation (2) is given for the unpolarized
Drell-Yan cross section with the lepton angle integrated
over. Then only the unpolarized TMD parton densities are
used. As stated earlier, the same principles apply more
generally.
The derivation of (2) from the underlying TMD factori-
zation formula used a certain set of redefinitions [3,19] of
various parts of the factorization formula. An important
motivation was to express the cross section in terms of
quantities that can be related to experimental data. For
example, in the initial CSS1 factorization formula there is a
soft factor. This has nonperturbative contributions but, in
the processes considered, always appears multiplying
a pair4 of TMD parton densities or fragmentation functions.
Thus, the nonperturbative part of the soft factor cannot be
separately and unambiguously deduced from data, even in
principle. A properly defined soft factor is universal
between reactions [4] ch. 13. So absorbing a square root
of the soft factor into each parton density and fragmentation
function is sensible.
Having separate and explicitly defined TMD pdf defi-
nitions also opens the possibility to study such objects
nonperturbatively, e.g., with lattice QCD [23].
But CSS1 also absorbed a square root of a hard factor
into the parton densities and fragmentation functions. This
is much less desirable, since these functions then become
process dependent—see [8] and [19] p. 455. The hard
scattering is always perturbatively calculable (and hence
predictable), so the CSS1 procedure obscures the predict-
able differences between processes.
The new method of CSS2, reviewed in the next section,
is better from this point of view.
C. New TMD formalism
Collins [4] Chs. 10 & 13 provided an updated TMD
factorization. Much more complete derivations were pro-
vided. Relative to CSS1, the most notable change is a
modified definition of the TMD parton densities and
fragmentation functions, in terms of explicit gauge-invariant
operator matrix elements. The new definitions have as a
consequence that the TMD factorization formula no longer
contains an explicit soft factor. Furthermore, the definitions
were arranged so that the evolution equations are exact in
their form, instead of having power-suppressed corrections;3There are two apparently redundant arguments for ~CCSS1;DY
that both involve μb . These correspond to the two kinds of scale
arguments, ζ and μ, for TMD functions in the CSS formalism, but
set to appropriate values for perturbative calculations after use of
the evolution equations.
4Note that more general situations have been investigated
recently, e.g., Refs. [20–22].
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this makes the relation between the results of fits and the
actual TMD parton densities much more transparent.
The TMD functions, with their new definitions, are
demonstrably process independent, within the set of proc-
esses considered, i.e., all kinds of Drell-Yan-like process,
SIDIS, and eþe− annihilation to back-to-back hadrons. This
process independence is modified by the well-known sign
change between Drell-Yan and SIDIS for T-odd TMD parton
densities like the Sivers function. In the factorization formula,
only the perturbatively calculable hard scattering contains
process dependence. Themethod also avoids the divergences
that were found byBacchetta et al. [24] AppendixAwhen the
original CS definition of TMD densities is taken literally.
Despite these changes, the new method should be
considered a scheme change relative to the original CS/
CSS definitions, as we will see in later sections.
A summary of the new method can be found in [25],
together with a set of different forms of solution. Here, we
will present only those results needed for our purposes, but
adapted to the cross section given in Eq. (2).
Within the framework of SCET, closely related TMD
factorization results have been given by Becher and Neubert
[26] and by Echevarría et al. [5]. The results of Echevarría
et al. are equivalent [27] to those presented here, with the
TMD functions being the same (up to possible elementary
changes in the scheme used for UV renormalization); their
formula defining the TMD densities is simpler than that of
Ref. [4]. Becher and Neubert did not define separately finite
TMD functions. But they did define the product of two such
functions, as used in factorization formulas, and the product
agrees with the product of the TMD functions used here and
by Echevarría et al. (Details of this can be extracted from a
comparison of the relevant formulas in [5,26,27].) There is
also the formulation of TMD factorization given by Li et al.
[28], which looks rather different. We will show in
Appendix B how it can be mapped, nontrivially, onto the
CSS2 formalism; the result will enable use in CSS2 of the
order a3s calculations of the evolution of the soft factor that
were given by Li and Zhu [13].












iqT·bT ~fj=AðxA; bT;Q2; μQÞ ~f|̄=BðxB; bT;Q2; μQÞ
þ suppressed corrections; ð6Þ
where the hard scattering factor HDYj|̄ is normalized so that
its lowest order term is e2j . The scale argument ofH is set to
μQ to avoid large logarithms. The last two arguments of the
parton densities, fj=Hðx; bT;Q2; μQÞ, are normally written
as ζ and μ, and these arguments refer to effective cutoffs on
rapidity and transverse momentum as implemented by the
definitions in [4].
Predictions are obtained with the aid of evolution equa-
tions and the small-bT OPE of the TMD parton densities:
∂ ln ~ff=Hðx; bT; ζ; μÞ





















~CPDFj=k ðx=ξ; bT; ζ; μ; asðμÞÞfk=Hðξ; μÞ þO½ðmbTÞp: ð10Þ
(For an explanation of the notations x− and 1þ for the integration limits, see [4] pp. 248 & 249].) A solution that

























































þ suppressed corrections: ð11Þ
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Analogous equations apply to fragmentation functions in
processes like SIDIS and eþe− annihilation, with the same
~K, γj, and γK functions. (Equality of ~K and γK between the
processes was proved in Ref. [4]; equality of γj will be
proved in our Sec. VII.) Note the DY label on the hard part,
HDYj|̄ ðQ; μQ; asðμQÞÞ, to indicate that this hard part is
specific to the Drell-Yan scattering process. We have used
the notation ~CPDF to indicate that the corresponding
coefficients will be different for fragmentation functions.
In principle, a more general label than just “DY” is
needed, since at order α3s, the hard scattering differs
between cases with a virtual photon, a Z or a W. (Yet
further labels might be needed for processes with possible
new particles beyond the Standard Model).
D. The mismatches between CSS1 and the new methods
In all the methods, the primary idea is to extract the
leading power behavior in an expansion where masses
and qT are small relative to Q. By far the simplest form
of the results for factorization is when the leading-power
expansion is used strictly; terms of nonleading power
tend to be more complicated. A problem is that when a
strict leading power expansion is done, one obtains
individual terms that have UV and rapidity divergences
not present in the original amplitudes. So at intermediate
stages of derivations and calculations, cutoffs (or regu-
lators) are applied to the divergences. All the methods are
in agreement to deal with UV divergences by renorm-
alization, after which the UV cutoff can be removed. The
differences between the methods concern the treatment of
rapidity divergences.
The rapidity divergences are associated with the light-
like Wilson lines that arise when the operators in the
factors are defined in the natural gauge-invariant way that
arises from the leading-power expansion, or some equiv-
alent property.
In CSS1, collinear factors are defined with the use of a
non-lightlike axial gauge, or equivalently with non-light-
like Wilson lines. For example, in the case of the quark
form factor, the collinear factor would be defined by the
matrix element in Eq. (A16) below, but without the limit
y2 → −∞ (and the S factors are moved elsewhere).
Effectively some nonleading powers are retained.
Correspondingly, the evolution equations have power
corrections; these were not analyzed by CSS, and instead
the corrections are dropped in a solution such as Eq. (2).
Thus there is a mismatch between the actual TMD pdfs
defined in Ref. [17] and those that correspond to Eq. (2),
although the differences are power suppressed.
Furthermore, in CSS1 the TMD factors were then
redefined to remove the hard factor and soft factor that
would otherwise be present; this produces the process
dependence of the TMD parton densities and fragmentation
functions that was mentioned earlier.
In CSS2 and the SCET methods we have quoted, a strict
leading power expansion is used. Although cutoffs on
rapidity divergences are used at intermediate stages, these
are removed at the end. Thus the basic collinear and soft
factors have the lightlike Wilson lines that naturally arise
from a gauge-invariant implementation of the leading
power expansion. There are then applied certain kinds of
reorganization of the factors and/or a generalized renorm-
alization of the rapidity divergences. These both avoid
double counting of the contributions of different regions
and ensure that individual TMD functions used in factori-
zation are finite.
In CSS2 itself, there remain non-lightlike Wilson lines,
as in Eq. (A16) below. But these are always in matrix
elements of a basic soft factor where the other Wilson
line is lightlike. The dependence of a collinear factor on
the direction of this Wilson line gives the ζ dependence
of the TMD functions. In contrast in the SCET methods,
especially that of Echevarría et al. [5], the Wilson lines
are always lightlike, and another regulator is used. The
role of the direction of CSS2’s non-lightlike Wilson line
is now played by a choice of coordination between
the regulator of oppositely directed Wilson lines; it gives
rise to the same ζ dependence [27]. The final factoriza-
tion formula and the TMD functions are defined in the
limit that the regulators are removed. The factorization
formula then has exactly the leading power, and the
evolution equations are homogeneous without any power-
suppressed corrections.
III. NEW V. OLD CSS
In this section, we show how to relate the TMD
factorization formula of CSS2 to that of CSS1. The results
are closely related to formulas given by CSS [3] used in
transforming their initial TMD factorization to the form of
Eq. (2). Here we will derive the relationship using a
comparison of Eqs. (2) and (11) as the starting point.
A. Drell-Yan
Both Eqs. (2) and (11) give the same cross section.
However, they also agree for each separate term for a
given flavor j|̄ for the annihilating quark-antiquark pair.
This is because the manipulations to get the different
factorized forms start from exactly the same graphs, and
these may therefore be restricted to those with any given
quark flavor. Once this is done, the Fourier transform
can be removed, and separate equality for each value of
bT is obtained. Furthermore, at least as regards what can
be seen in Feynman graphs, the two forms include
exactly the leading power. The derivations of CSS1
and CSS2 drop the same subleading powers to get
factorization, so this equality is exact, rather than being
merely modulo power-suppressed corrections. Hence we
have














































× exp ½−gCSS1j=A ðxA; bT; bmaxÞ − gCSS1|̄=B ðxB; bT;bmaxÞ − gCSS1K ðbT; bmaxÞ lnðQ2=Q20Þ













































× exp ½−gj=AðxA; bT; bmaxÞ − g|̄=BðxB; bT; bmaxÞ − gKðbT; bmaxÞ lnðQ2=Q20Þ: ð12Þ
Although there are clear structural similarities, the structures do not exactly correspond on the two sides of this
equation. Note that the CSS1 coefficients used here are specific to parton densities and the Drell-Yan process.
First, we differentiate both sides with respect to all the dependence on lnQ2. This gives







¼ −gKðbT; bmaxÞ þ ~Kðb; μbÞ þ
d lnHDYj|̄ ðQ; μQ; asðμQÞÞ
d lnQ2
















































Now each of gK and gCSS1K is the difference between an
exact quantity that is a function of bT and the same quantity
with bT replaced by b. We use this to get equality of the









where we have segregated functions with the arguments
bT and b. Each pair ðX;X0Þ and ðY; Y 0Þ represents
corresponding functions in the two schemes. Furthermore
XðbTÞ is defined to be YðbTÞ − b
2
b2T
YðbÞ, and similarly for
X0, i.e., each is the difference between an exact quantity
at argument bT and the same quantity at argument b.
Setting bmax ¼ ∞ gives YðbTÞ ¼ Y 0ðbTÞ. It follows that
YðbÞ ¼ Y 0ðbÞ, and XðbTÞ ¼ X0ðbTÞ.
Applying this to Eq. (14) gives
ACSS1ðasðμb Þ;C1Þ ¼ −
















Next we substitute these results into Eq. (13). Again we
equate the parts with the gK terms and the others to get
BCSS1;DYðasðμQÞ;C1; C2Þ





d lnHDYj|̄ ðQ; μQ; asðμQÞÞ
d lnQ2
¼ − ~KðC1=μQ; μQÞ −
∂ lnHDYj|̄ ðQ; μQ; asðμQÞÞ
∂ lnQ2 ; ð19Þ
gCSS1K ðbT; bmaxÞ ¼ gKðbT; bmaxÞ: ð20Þ
Hence the “nonperturbative” gK function is the same in
the two formalisms, and the A and B functions are
related to perturbative quantities in the new formalism.
Calculations of ACSS1 and BCSS1;DY were done to order
a2s by Davies and Stirling [29], starting from calcu-
lations of the qT-dependent Drell-Yan cross section in
collinear factorization. In the new formalism, instead of
2 quantities, there are 4 quantities to be determined:
HDY, ~K, γj, and γK. To obtain them, we will supple-
ment the existing results for ACSS1 and BCSS1;DY by the
results of other calculations. These we will obtain in
Sec. VI from existing calculations of the quark
form factor. A consistency condition will also be
checked there.
Finally, we return to Eq. (12). We substitute into it the













; b; μ2b ; μb ; C2; asðμb Þ














; b; μ2b ; μb ; asðμbÞ

× Similar for hadronB
×HDYj|̄ ðμb=C2; μb ; asðμb ÞÞ exp ½−2 ~Kðb; μb Þ lnC2
× exp ½−gj=AðxA; bT; bmaxÞ − g|̄=BðxB; bT; bmaxÞ þ gCSS1j=A ðxA; bT; bmaxÞ þ gCSS1|̄=B ðxB; bT; bmaxÞ: ð21Þ
The same argument as was used for Eq. (14) applies here and shows that we have equality separately for the factors
depending on b and the factors that involve the g functions. Hence
gj=AðxA; bT; bmaxÞ þ g|̄=BðxB; bT; bmaxÞ ¼ gCSS1j=A ðxA; bT; bmaxÞ þ gCSS1|̄=B ðxB; bT; bmaxÞ: ð22Þ
To derive the corresponding relation for the individual functions, we observe that each function is obtained from the
corresponding TMD parton density. Now, the charge conjugation invariance of QCD shows that an antiquark
distribution in an antiparticle equals the corresponding quark distribution in a particle, i.e., f|̄=Ā ¼ fj=A, and it follows
that the same relation applies to the g functions. So by setting B ¼ Ā and xA ¼ xB in Eq. (22), we obtain equality of the
individual g functions, Eq. (25) below.

























; b; μ2b ; μb ; asðμb Þ

×HDYj|̄ ðμb=C2; μb ; asðμb ÞÞ exp½−2 ~Kðb; μb ÞlnC2: ð23Þ
This equation by itself does not determine how much of the HDY and the exponential factors is to be put with the factor
involving the quark j and how much with the factor involving the antiquark |̄. Again we appeal to charge conjugation
invariance in QCD, now to obtain charge-conjugation relationships for the ~C functions. It follows that the HDY and the
exponential factors must be assigned in equal amounts to each ~C coefficient. Hence
5To show this formally, one can take Mellin transforms in xA and xB to convert the convolutions to products. Then one can use a set of
hadrons of different flavors, and therefore with different ratios of different flavors of parton.












; b; μ2b ; μb ; asðμb Þ
 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HDYj|̄ ðμb=C2; μb ; asðμb ÞÞ
q
exp ½− ~Kðb; μbÞ lnC2; ð24Þ
gCSS1j=H ðx; bT;bmaxÞ ¼ gj=Hðx; bT; bmaxÞ: ð25Þ
Equations (17), (19), (20), (24), and (25) give functions
in the CSS1 formalism in terms of functions in the new
formalism. We will see in Sec. V, how to go in the reverse
direction, to obtain ~K and ~C in the new formalism from
functions in the CSS1 formalism.
B. Process dependence etc
The above formulas give the relations between quantities
in the original CSS formula (2) for the Drell-Yan process
and those in the new TMD factorization. The formulas we
wrote for the cross section are only for the unpolarized,
angular-integrated electromagnetic Drell-Yan cross section,
and so Eqs. (6) and (11), for example, involve only the
unpolarized TMD functions. We now summarize the extent
to which results deduced with the aid of these formulas
apply more generally.
First, the quantities ~K, γK , and hence gK , apply to the
evolution of all TMD functions in which the parton is color-
triplet. So if ~K, γK , and hence gK have been calculated or
measured in the context of one process, they can be applied
unchanged to all quark TMD pdfs and fragmentation
functions, including all the polarized cases. The anomalous
dimension γj used and calculated in this paper applies to
standard QCD quarks. Thus within normal QCD, it is as
strongly universal as γK . But in hypothesized extensions, γj
could be different, e.g., for a squark.
In contrast, ~C and gj=A are specific to a particular flavor
of quark and to the purely unpolarized TMD pdfs,
Furthermore each TMD function depends on both a parton
and a hadron flavor, and so the same is true for gj=A, which
includes nonperturbative flavor dependence. All these
functions would be different for TMD fragmentation
functions. Yet different results are needed for every
polarized TMD function. Correspondingly, separate fits
for bT dependence are needed for all the different kinds of
TMD function.
All of the above functions are properties of TMD
functions. As such they are independent of the process
considered, at least within the set of processes enumerated
at the start of Sec. II. Furthermore, the process independ-
ence of the TMD functions applies not only to the
unpolarized TMD pdfs that appear in Eq. (6), but also to
the variety of other TMD pdfs that are needed when
polarization effects are included and the angular depend-
ence of the lepton pair is allowed for. This process
dependence is modified by the sign reversals between
DYand SIDIS of the polarization-dependent TMD pdfs that
are time-reversal odd [30]. Process independence equally
applies to TMD fragmentation functions.
Process dependence is therefore confined to the hard
scattering factor ~H, which would be ~HSIDIS for SIDIS. It
will become apparent in our derivation that the hard-
scattering coefficient for eþe− annihilation to back-to-back
hadrons is the same as for the Drell-Yan process. Up to
order a2s, the hard scattering factors are independent of
which electromagnetic gauge boson is used, aside from an
overall factor corresponding to the flavor- and spin-
dependence of the lowest-order vertex. But at order a3s
there is dependence on the particular electroweak gauge
boson used.
It is important to note that our application of the term
“process independence,” to TMD functions etc, is meant to
be restricted to the set of processes for which standard
TMD factorization theorems exist, such as the various
kinds of Drell-Yan scattering, SIDIS, and back-to-back
production of hadrons in eþe−-annihilation.
There are a number of other process for which new kinds
of TMD-like factorization have been formulated, [20–22].
These are beyond the scope of the present paper, as are
TMD factorization theorems that have a gluon-induced
hard scattering, such as for Higgs production. In addition,
standard TMD factorization is known to be broken for
some other process, like the production of hadrons in
hadron-hadron collisions, as reviewed in Ref. [31]; in such
cases, any valid generalized factorization property would
presumably involve new TMD functions in some process-
dependent manner.
Proofs of unreferenced statements in this section can be
found in a combination of Ref. [4] and later sections of the
present paper.
IV. TMD FUNCTIONS FROM FITS WITH CSS1
Fits such as those of Refs. [1,2] were given as results for
the functions gK and gj=H, but were not presented in terms
of actual TMD parton densities. See also Refs. [32,33]
which used a slightly different method for dealing with
nonperturbative behavior at large transverse sizes. In this
section we show how to calculate the evolved TMD parton
densities in terms of the results of the fits. We use the CSS2
definitions of the TMD densities.
One advantage of expressing the results in terms of
actual TMD densities is that it facilitates comparison
between different work. For example, much recent
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phenomenological work particularly for SIDIS, e.g., [34],
works directly with TMD densities. By contrast, the Drell-
Yan fits in Refs. [1,2] give results in terms of the TMD
factorization formula in the particular CSS1 form given in
Eq. (2). Other work might use different forms and approx-
imations for TMD factorization. The genuine differences
can be most directly assessed by comparison of fitted
results at level of the TMD parton densities. It also provides
an invariant method of comparing the results of fits with
different values of bmax.
Results of fits can then be presented in terms of evolved
TMD densities. Then another advantage appears, that
predictions for cross sections can be made using the simple
formula (6). This differs from the elementary parton-model
formula only by using evolved TMD densities and by
having higher-order corrections in the hard scattering. The
higher-order corrections to the hard scattering are sup-
pressed by powers of asðQÞ.
From results summarized in [25], we find [6] that the
TMD parton densities are
~fj=Hðx; bT;Q2; μQÞ ¼ exp


































; b; μ2b ; μb ; asðμb Þ

: ð26Þ
Note that when applying this formula to fits, one should
be aware of the issues raised in Ref. [25]. Among these are
that fits like those in Refs. [1,2] used a quadratic form for
the bT dependence of the g functions. However, the fits only
determine the values of these functions in a certain
moderate range of bT. When one wants to use the results
at lower Q than the data in the fits, there is sensitivity to
larger values of bT. Thus a simple extrapolation of a fitted
quadratic form may be quite inaccurate.
In addition, when the functions gK and gj=A are obtained
by fitting data to factorization formulas like (2), the
perturbative quantities, including those in the exponential,
are calculated with truncated perturbation theory. The
truncation errors then propagate to errors on the fitted
functions compared with their true values, as strictly
defined, for example, by Eqs. (13.60) and (13.68) of [4].
Since the organization of the perturbative parts of TMD
factorization differs between CSS1 and CSS2, the
equalities of the “nonperturbative” functions in the two
schemes is up to the effects of perturbative truncation
errors.
V. OBTAINING THE COEFFICIENTS FOR CSS2
The transformation to the A, B, C form in Eq. (2)
eliminated both the hard and soft factors present in the
underlying TMD factorization formula. This enables the
perturbative values of the coefficients to be obtained from
perturbative calculations of large qT behavior in collinear
factorization instead of from separate calculations in the
TMD framework. Taken to leading power in qT=Q, the
collinear hard scattering coefficients are matched to cor-
responding quantities obtained from the perturbative
expansion of Eq. (2).
The reason that this works is that there is a common
domain of validity of TMD factorization and collinear
factorization at intermediate transverse momentum, when
M ≪ qT ≪ Q, where M is a typical hadronic scale.
Alternatively, direct calculations can be made in TMD
factorization with the use of the definitions of the quantities
involved—see [4] Ch. 13, [9,10,13,35–37] for some
examples at one, two, and three loops.
However, when using the first method, it is not sufficient
simply to match TMD and collinear factorization. It can be
seen from formulas in Sec. III, that separate knowledge of
HDY, γj and γK is needed as well. After those values are
obtained, which we will do, the quantities ~K and ~C can be
derived from the values of A, B, and C in the CSS1 scheme
and hence from calculations of large-qT behavior in
collinear factorization. Observe that Eqs. (19) and (24)
determine ~K and ~C for particular values of their μ and ζ
arguments. Then evolution equations determine these
functions for general values of their arguments. Since
the values of 5 quantities are obtained from calculations
of 6 quantities, one consistency condition also applies,
which we can choose to be Eq. (17).
The quantities, HDY, γj and γK , can be obtained from
existing calculations of the quark electromagnetic form
factor, which have been done up to 3-loop order by Moch
et al. [7], Gehrmann et al. [38], Baikov et al. [12], Lee et al.
[39]. We will give a detailed derivation of how to use these
calculations in Sec. VI. Then we present the anomalous
dimensions at order a3s and the hard coefficient and
matching coefficients at order a2s in Sec. VIII, confirming
results in Ref. [40].
The reasons (already alluded to in [7]) for the success of
this procedure are that
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(1) The quark form factor obeys factorization and
evolution properties of a similar structure to that
of TMD factorization [41,42].
(2) The hard factor for DY (and SIDIS) is obtained from
the same graphs as for the quark form factor, with
subtractions of soft and collinear contributions. So
the DY hard factor is just the absolute value squared
of the hard factor for the corresponding timelike
quark form factor6: HDYj|̄ ¼ jHSud;TLj|̄ j2. Unlike the
hard scattering factor in collinear factorization, there
is no contribution toHDY from graphs with emission
of real partons. At leading power, the effects of real-
emission graphs are only in the ~C-coefficients and in
the Y-term.7
(3) The bare collinear factors in a massless theory are
scale-free and hence zero.
(4) The anomalous dimensions γj and γK are related
between the Drell-Yan process and the form factor.
They are also the same for parton densities in SIDIS
and for fragmentation functions. We will give the
derivations later.
(5) The extraction of the hard factor from the full form
factor in massless QCD is made quite elementary
because the massless integrals for its bare soft and
collinear factors are scale free and hence zero.
In providing a complete treatment, we find some
complications in the case of the form factor concerning
the phases of the collinear factors in relation to the
directions of the Wilson lines used in the definitions.
Some of our results appear to be new, although they are
closely related to results by Magnea and Sterman [41,42].
To avoid interrupting the main flow of the argument, some
of the derivations are postponed to Appendix A.
VI. ANALYSIS OF THE QUARK FORM FACTOR
Let FSudj ðQ2EÞ be the quark form factor, defined in
Appendix A, for the spacelike electromagnetic process
γðqÞ þ qjðpAÞ → qjðpBÞ on a quark of flavor j. It is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The momentum transfer is
Q2E ¼ −q2 ¼ −ðpB − pAÞ2, normalized to be positive for
a spacelike virtual photon. The form-factor for the spacelike
process is purely real. It is normalized so that its lowest-order
term is 1. That is, a factor ej has been divided out, where ej is
the charge of the quark.
Results for the Drell-Yan process are obtained from the
form factor for the timelike process, qjðpAÞ þ q̄|̄ðpBÞ →
γðqÞ [Fig. 1(b)]. The timelike form factor is obtained by
analytic continuation of the spacelike form factor to
Q2E ¼−Q2− iϵ¼−ðpAþpBÞ2− iϵ, to give FSud;TLj|̄ ðQ2Þ ¼
FSudj ð−Q2 − iϵÞ.
A. Factorization for form factor
Factorization for the form factor was treated in massless
QCD in [7,41,42]. We will use the specific formulation
given by Collins in Ref. [4], with its definition of collinear
factors in terms of an unsubtracted “collinear” matrix
element and a combination of soft factors, with the relevant
operators containing Wilson lines in particular directions.
Collins [4] gave results for the form factor in the case of a
massive Abelian theory, but using methods later in [4], the
results can be seen to generalize to massless QCD, with
results generally compatible with those of [7,41,42]. In this
section, we will mostly use only the massless case, since
that will be what is relevant for our calculations.
First we specify our conventions for how results are
presented in terms of coupling dependence, and for our use
of the MS scheme. Renormalized quantities are written
in terms of the coupling parameter as defined in Eq. (1).

















where the space-time dimension is n ¼ 4 − 2ϵ, and
Sϵ ¼ ð4πe−γEÞϵ: ð28Þ
The MS scheme for coupling renormalization is defined by
the requirement that the renormalization counterterms have
(b)(a)
FIG. 1. Graphs for the spacelike (a) and timelike (b) quark form
factor.
6We use “Sud” to denote “Sudakov”, after the originator of
work on the asymptotics of such form factors. The hard scattering
for SIDIS is, naturally, also the square of a quark form factor, but
with spacelike kinematics for the virtual photon.
7The Y term was defined in Ref. [3,19] as an additive
correction to the TMD factorization term. It implements matched
asymptotic expansions for small and large qT, and thereby gives a
result that agrees with large qT, fixed-order collinear factorization
at large qT and TMD factorization at small qT.
8Although we generally follow the conventions of Moch et al.
[7], they use “bare coupling” to refer to a differently normalized
quantity than we do.
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the form shown in (27), where there is an overall factor
μ2ϵ=Sϵ, and there is otherwise a series of only negative
powers of ϵ to make the counterterms. The conventions
specified above for the MS scheme correspond to those
used by Moch et al. [7].
The implementation of MS in Ref. [4] differed in two
ways. First there was a change of variable to replace as by
asSϵ; this does not change the renormalized coupling at
ϵ ¼ 0 and so does not affect finite renormalized quantities
at the physical space-time dimension. Second, the value of
Sϵ was changed to [4]:
SJCCϵ ¼
ð4πÞϵ
Γð1 − ϵÞ : ð29Þ
This has an advantage for the presentation of quantities
whose counterterms have 2 poles per loop. The use of the
form (29) for Sϵ amounts to a change of scheme for such
quantities. But it is currently less standard, so our main
results will use the standard form.
For the calculations to be presented here, we will work
within pure perturbation theory in strictly massless QCD.
Then the power-suppressed corrections, such as we notated
in earlier statements of TMD factorization, are zero.
Factorization for the timelike form factor in massless













½CSudj ðQ2; μ; asðμÞ; ϵÞ2;
ð30Þ
in the notation of Appendix A. HereHSudj is the hard factor,
finite as ϵ → 0, with subtractions for all collinear and soft
contributions. One of the collinear factors Cj is for the
quark of flavor j. Its first argument is the CSS ζ argument
set to the value Q2. The second collinear factor is for the
antiquark, and by charge-conjugation invariance it equals
the quark’s collinear factor. By use of the operator
definitions given in [4] Ch. 10, the collinear factors include
to leading power not only all contributions from collinear
momenta but all soft contributions as well. To achieve this
correctly, the Wilson lines used in the operator matrix
elements used to define Cj must be past pointing when the
quark and antiquark are incoming [4].
We will also use factorization for the spacelike case. By
results in Appendix A, one of the collinear factors must be
complex conjugated, so that we have:
FSudj ðQ2E=μ2; asðμÞ; ϵÞ
¼ HSudj ðQ2E=μ2; asðμÞ; ϵÞjCSudj ðQ2E; μ; asðμÞ; ϵÞj2; ð31Þ
with Q2E being positive for the spacelike case. Both F and
H are now real.
In each of Eqs. (30) and (31), the different factors on the
right-hand side depend on the same variables, so at first
sight there might appear to be no content. The significance
of factorization is from the segregation of contributions
from different regions of momenta. The lack of collinear
and soft contributions to HSud imply that it has no
divergences and also has no large logarithms when μ is
of order Q; then it can be predicted perturbatively when Q
is large enough. The collinear factors have collinear and
soft contributions, and they diverge in the massless limit.
Furthermore, their definition allows useful equations to be
derived for both their μ and Q dependence. If masses were
restored, then Eqs. (30) and (31) would be true to leading
power in masses divided byQ for largeQ, and the collinear
factors would be mass-dependent,9 but the hard factor
would remain mass-independent with an unchanged value.
We will use evolution equations in the form found10 in
Ref. [4]. In addition, we will need extra results derived in
Appendix A concerning the real and imaginary parts of the
anomalous dimensions; these will be important in relating
anomalous dimensions for the form factor to anomalous
dimensions for the Drell-Yan process.
























It is proved in Appendix A that the anomalous dimension
functions γj and γK are both real, and that the imaginary
part on the right-hand side is as shown. The normalizations
of these functions are arranged so that they are exactly the
same as the corresponding quantities in TMD factorization
for the Drell-Yan process, with conventions as in Ref. [25].
The equality of these quantities between the Drell-Yan
cross section and the Sudakov form factor is because the
anomalous dimensions are determined by the renormaliza-
tion of the same virtual loops containing the same oper-
ators. Their contribution to the Drell-Yan cross section is
obtained by the absolute value squared of the sum of graphs
for the form factor. Thus HDYj|̄ ¼ jHSudj ðð−Q2 − iϵÞ=μ2Þj2,
while the anomalous dimensions are γj and γK , with
cancellation of the imaginary part that appears in Eq. (32).
Note that sometimes [4] γjðasðμÞÞ is given a second
argument, as in γjðasðμÞ; ζ=μ2Þ. The ζ dependence corre-
sponds to the Q2 dependence in Eq. (32), and γjðasðμÞÞ in
Eqs. (32) and (35) corresponds to γjðasðμÞ; 1Þ in the other
notation.
9If all fields were massive, then the collinear factors no longer
have actual collinear and soft divergences, of course.
10See also Refs. [41,42].
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Note that KSud has no explicit dependence on Q and μ; it
has soft divergences as ϵ → 0, and would be finite (but
mass dependent) in a massive theory or in a theory with
confinement.
In the remainder of this section, we will work
with the timelike form factor and hard part, using the
notations FSud;TL ¼ FSudj ðð−Q2 − iϵÞ=μ2Þ and HSud;TL ¼
HSudj ðð−Q2 − iϵÞ=μ2Þ.
Since the form factor is RG-invariant, it follows from
Eqs. (30) and (32) that the RG equation for H is
d lnHSud;TL
d ln μ










Each of the collinear factors in factorization (30) is a bare
collinear factor times an ultra-violet renormalization factor.
It will be convenient to work with logarithms of the factors,
for which renormalization is additive. We have
lnFSud;TLðQ2Þ ¼ lnHSud;TL þ 2 lnCbarej þDðas; ϵÞ




where the terms involving E and D implement counter-
terms for lnCj; the linearity in lnðQ2=μ2Þ follows from
Eq. (33), and the lack ofQ dependence of KSud. It is shown
in Appendix A that each ofD and E is real, and that there is
an imaginary term −iπE, as in Eq. (36). Each of D and E



















That the highest powers of 1=ϵ in each order are as shown
can be deduced from the evolution equations.
In the massless case, all loop integrals for the unsub-
tracted bare collinear factor are scale-free and hence
zero [41,42]. There remains only the lowest order term,
which is unity. Hence, to all orders of perturbation theory
lnCbarej ¼ 0. Therefore





so that the finite quantity lnHSud can be obtained from the
massless lnFSud simply by subtracting MS poles. The poles
initially arise as ultra-violet counterterms. But because of
the zero value of the scale-free integrals for the collinear
factor, these counterterms now subtract numerically oppo-
site collinear and soft divergences in the logarithm of the
form factor, lnF.
We show in Appendix A that almost the same formula
applies to the spacelike case,withF replaced by its spacelike
version, with omission of the imaginary term iπE and with
otherwise the same values of D and E. It follows that the
spacelike hard part is obtained from the timelike hard part by
the same analytic continuation that applies to the form factor
itself.Wehave already used this result in discussingEq. (31).
Now in RG equations for the massless theory, the
derivative of any quantity X with respect to μ is
dX
d ln μ








where the βn are the usual coefficients that control the
running of the coupling; they can obtained from the
expansion of the bare coupling in powers of the renormal-
ized coupling. In the calculations in this paper we will only
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; ð41Þ














CAnf − 2CFnf: ð42bÞ
The pole terms in the massless lnFSud;TL enable us to
deduce D and E (from Eq. (39) given that HSud is finite),
and hence the anomalous dimensions. The calculation of
the anomalous dimensions arise because the renormalized
collinear factor obeys
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Matching terms on each side of Eqs. (45) and (46), we
deduce that the first two coefficients in γK are obtained
from the single-pole counterterms in E:
γK;1 ¼ 4E1;1; ð49aÞ
γK;2 ¼ 8E2;1: ð49bÞ
The higher-pole counterterms are then determined since γK
has no 1=ϵ poles. So all such poles must cancel on the right





Similar equations apply at higher orders, but we do not
derive them here.
Similarly, for γj and D, we have
γj;1 ¼ −2D1;1; ð51aÞ

















B. Coefficients for quark form factor
To obtain the actual values for the coefficients for
the anomalous dimensions and the hard factor, we start
from results for the massless form factor that were





ðas;0SϵQ−2ϵE ÞnF nðϵÞ; ð53Þ
with Q2E ¼ −Q2 − iϵ for the timelike case that we need to
obtain results for the Drell-Yan process. We then express
the form factor in terms of the renormalized coupling by
Eq. (27), of which we will only need the two-loop
expansion (41).
We use Laurent expansions about ϵ ¼ 0 of the coef-







That the highest power of 1=ϵ is twice the number of loops
can be obtained from the evolution equations. For our
calculations, values for the relevant coefficients Fn;m can be
read off Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) in [7].
The logarithm of the form factor has the following






















Now Eq. (39) shows that we can determine D and E from
the poles at ϵ ¼ 0 in the coefficients in (55), and lnH from
the finite remainder. For D and E we used a Mathematica
program to obtain the following values up to 3-loop order
from coefficients in Ref. [7]:



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We also verify that the consistency conditions (50) and (52) are obeyed. The above values are in agreement with the results
of Gehrmann et al. [12], after allowing for the different normalizations of their anomalous dimensions.
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and is needed for graphs first encountered at a3s where the
quark line at the electromagnetic current is in an internal
loop instead of being connected to the external lines. Our
own calculations are for the coefficient to order a2s, and are
in agreement with the results first obtained from the same
starting point by Idilbi et al. [43]. Unlike γK and γj, we
cannot extract the result for HSud at order a3s using the
calculations in Ref. [7] because the three-loop form factor
given there includes the pole terms but not the constant
term as a function of ϵ. To get the order a3s contribution, the
above steps may be straightforwardly repeated using the
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full three-loop result in Eq. (5.4) of Ref. [12]. Their results
for HSud are given in their Eqs. (7.4), (7.5), and (7.8). To
make our Eq. (60) a complete reference for the current state
of knowledge, we have copied their order a3s term.
In their paper reporting the form-factor calculations that
we use, Moch et al. [7] also obtain the anomalous
dimension, for the quantity they call A, which equals
γK=2. Although they use the same notation A as in the
CSS1 formulation, they have not performed the CSS1
redefinition of the factors, and so their A matches our γK.
There appears to be no quantity calculated in [7] that
corresponds directly to γj.
VII. RG EVOLUTION OF TMD PARTON
DENSITIES AND TMD FRAGMENTATION
FUNCTIONS
The RG evolution of the TMD parton densities and TMD
fragmentation functions is determined by their ultra-violet
renormalization factors. In turn, the renormalization factors
are determined completely from the virtual graphs at the
vertices for the operators defining the TMD functions.
These are exactly the same graphs as for the square of the
absolute value of any collinear factor in the form factor
case. Therefore, the renormalization factor for a TMD
function is the same as the square of the absolute value of
the renormalization factor of the corresponding collinear
factor for the form factor. By the results of Appendix A 4,
this square has the same value independently of whether the
Wilson lines are future- or past-pointing and of whether the
quark is initial-state or final- state. Thus the anomalous
dimensions for the TMD functions are the same for TMD
fragmentation functions and TMD parton densities, and
they are also the same for the unpolarized TMD parton
densities for SIDIS, with their past-pointing Wilson lines,
and for the TMD parton densities for DY, with their future-
pointing Wilson lines.
Hence in the RG Eq. (9) obeyed by the TMD parton
densities, the anomalous dimensions γj and γK are the same as
in the RG Eq. (32) for the collinear factors for the quark form
factor. Similarly the same anomalous dimensions are used in
the RG equation for all the TMD fragmentation functions.
These relations have been known for some time from
low-order calculations, but the present paper is the first
place we know of where they are explicitly shown to be true
generally. It is an especially important result because it
means the complete evolution factor on the next-to-last line
of Eq. (11) is strongly universal.
Note that these results do not imply equality for the
coefficients CPDF and CFF that relate TMD functions and
the corresponding collinear functions; superscripts “PDF”
and “FF” should be kept there.
VIII. VALUES OF DRELL-YAN
AND SIDIS QUANTITIES
In this section, we show in detail how to obtain values of
the coefficients at order a2s for the Drell-Yan process
starting from results for collinear factorization and for
the quark form factor.
A. Hard factor
Since the graphs and subtractions are the same, the hard
factor for Drell-Yan scattering is obtained from the square
of the hard factor for the timelike factor:
HDYj|̄ ðQ; μ; asðμÞÞ ¼ e2j jHSud;TLj ðQ2Þj2
¼ e2j jHSudj ð−Q2 − iϵÞj2: ð62Þ



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In both of these equations, T ¼ lnðQ2=μ2Þ, and Nj;v is
defined by Eq. (61). With nf ¼ 3, the ratio of the Drell-Yan
to SIDIS hard factors is
HDYj|̄
HSIDISj|̄
¼ 1þ 2.0944αsðμÞ þ 5.96498αsðμÞ2
þ 18.6104αsðμÞ3 þOðα4sÞ; ð65Þ
and we have verified that we match Eq. (4.4) of Ref. [7] for
nf ¼ 4.
In our later calculations, we will need the coefficients of
the Drell-Yan hard factor at T ¼ 0, i.e., with μ ¼ Q or
C2 ¼ 1. So we write
1
e2j

















































































































































































































Values for γj and γK equal those for the quark Sudakov
form factor, given our choice of normalizations, and were
already given in Eqs. (58) and (59).
C. CSS evolution coefficient
Values for ~KðbT; μÞ are obtained from Eqs. (19), (59),
and (63), and the renormalization group relation







To use this equation to obtain terms in the pertur-
bative expansion of ~K, the coupling asðμ0Þ must be
expanded in powers of asðμQÞ. We utilize the results up
to order a2s for BCSS1;DYðas; 2e−γE ; 1Þ from Ref. [29], and
obtain



















































By differentiating with respect to bT, one may easily
verify that this is consistent with the so-far unused
relation Eq. (17), and the value of ACSS1ðas; 2e−γEÞ
in Ref. [29].
The value of ~K up to order a3s is given by calculations of
the soft factor reported by Li and Zhu [13].11 The
correspondence with the CSS2 version of factorization is
quite nontrivial. This is because of a different organization
of factors and a different approach to rapidity divergences,
in the form given by Li et al. [28]. We obtain the
correspondence in Appendix B. As shown there, ~K equals
the right-hand side of Eq. (4) of Ref. [13], and equals the γR
of [28]. Then the actual perturbative coefficients when μ ¼
2e−γE=bT are in Eq. (9) of Ref. [13], with the μ dependence
given in terms of γK by our Eq. (8). See also Ref. [11,45]
for other calculations of a differently normalized version of
~K at order a2s, again starting from the operator definitions of
the TMD parton densities and soft function, and in agree-
ment with Eq. (69).
D. Wilson coefficients ~C for TMD quark density
The coefficient functions ~C in the new formalism can






; b; μ2b ; μb ; asðμb Þ

¼
~CCSS1;DYj=k ðxξ ; b; μ2b ; μb ; C2; asðμb ÞÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1=e2jÞHDYj|̄ ðμb=C2; μb ; asðμb ÞÞ
q
× exp ½ ~Kðb; μbÞ lnC2: ð70Þ
11This result was independently calculated and confirmed by
Vladimirov [44] by a use of a conformal transformation on a
Wilson line matrix element, to relate its rapidity divergence to a
UV divergence; by the use of a correspondence of rapidity
renormalization between soft factors and TMD functions [11],
there is obtained a result for (an equivalent of) ~K from a known
UV anomalous dimension.
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To get results for ~C up to order a2s in the new formalism, we
use the order a2s results for HDY and ~K from Eqs. (63) and
(69). (Note that if the standard choice of C2 ¼ 1 is used, the
exponential factor becomes trivial.) The CSS1 coefficient
functions have been obtained to order a2s by Catani, Cieri,
de Florian, Ferrera, and Grazzini (CCFFG) in Ref. [46].
The expansion coefficients for ~C (and similarly for ~CCSS1)
are given in our usual notation:
~CPDFa=b ðx; b; ζ; μ; asðμÞÞ
¼ δabδð1 − xÞ þ
X∞
n¼1
asðμÞn ~CPDF;ðnÞab ðx; b; ζ; μÞ; ð71Þ
where we have restored general values of the arguments.
CCFFG express their results in terms of a function
HDYf1f2←f3f4 , where f3 and f4 are the flavors of partons in
the collinear parton densities and f1 and f2 are the flavors of
partons that enter the hard scattering. Theymake the specific
choice that μ ¼ ffiffiζp ¼ b0=b, with b0 ¼ 2e−γE , i.e.,
C1 ¼ b0, C2 ¼ 1. The C coefficient functions in Ref. [46]
are expressed in terms of HDY and a scheme-dependent
function calledH (not to be confused with theH used in the
present paper).
The CCFFG H is the vertex factor in Ref. [46] Eq. (7).
However, the ~C functions in that formula are not neces-
sarily connected to specific correlation functions for TMD
functions, and so there remains a choice as to how
perturbative parts are to be partitioned between different
factors. One must choose a resummation scheme. By
comparing with Eqs. (2), (6), and (21) of this paper, it is
clear that the CCFFG ~C functions correspond to CSS1
~C functions if all nonzeroth order contributions to the
CCFFGH function are set to zero, while they are the CSS2
~C functions ifH is set equal to theHDY functions of Eq. (6)
and (63). (CCFFG define still another choice called
the hard resummation scheme—see the discussion of
Eqs. (22)–(27) of Ref. [46]).
The reason CSS2 has a definite value for H but CCFFG
do not is that CSS2 uses a specific definition of the TMD
functions; CCFFG only provide information that is deter-
mined from calculations relevant for collinear factorization
without reference to the definition of TMD functions.
At order as, using Eqs. (14)–(16) of Ref. [46] gives
~CCSS1;DY;ð1Þq=q ðx; b; b20=b2; b0=b; C2 ↦ 1Þ ¼ CF½ðπ2 − 8Þδð1 − xÞ þ 2ð1 − xÞ; ð72aÞ
~CCSS1;DY;ð1Þq=g ðx; b20=b2; b0=b; C2 ↦ 1Þ ¼ 2xð1 − xÞ; ð72bÞ
~CCSS1;DY;ð1Þq=q0 ðxÞ ¼ ~CCSS1;DY;ð1Þq=q̄ ðxÞ ¼ ~CCSS1;DY;ð1Þq=q̄0 ðxÞ ¼ 0; ð72cÞ
in agreement with the original results, Eqs. (3.25) and (3.26) of Ref. [3]. Here, q and q0 are quarks of different flavors. Note
that in Ref. [46], the expansion parameter is αs=π rather than our αs=ð4πÞ, so that the above coefficients differ by a factor 4
from the corresponding coefficients in Ref. [46].
For order-a2s , the same procedure gives, using Eqs. (32), (34), and (35) of Ref. [46],








~CCSS1;DY;ð2Þq=g ðx; b20=b2; b0=b; C2 ↦ 1Þ ¼ 16HDYð2Þqq̄←qgðxÞ − 2CF½2x ln xþ 1 − x2 þ ðπ2 − 8Þxð1 − xÞ; ð73bÞ
~CCSS1;DY;ð2Þq=q̄ ðx; b20=b2; b0=b; C2 ↦ 1Þ ¼ 16HDYð2Þqq̄←qqðxÞ; ð73cÞ
~CCSS1;DY;ð2Þq=q0 ðx; b20=b2; b0=b; C2 ↦ 1Þ ¼ 16HDYð2Þqq̄←qq̄0 ðxÞ; ð73dÞ
~CCSS1;DY;ð2Þq=q̄0 ðx; b20=b2; b0=b; C2 ↦ 1Þ ¼ 16HDYð2Þqq̄←qq0 ðxÞ: ð73eÞ
where the formulas for the CCFFG HDYð2Þ-functions are given in Eqs. (23)–(29) of Ref. [46].
These expressions are given for the standard choice that the ζ and μ arguments of ~C are set to b20=b
2, b0=b. Then from
Eqs. (67) and (70), we find the CSS2 coefficients:





δð1 − xÞ þ 2ð1 − xÞ

; ð74aÞ
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~CPDF;ð1Þq=g ðx; b20=b2; b0=bÞ ¼ 2xð1 − xÞ; ð74bÞ
~CPDF;ð1Þq=q0 ðxÞ ¼ ~CPDF;ð1Þq=q̄ ðxÞ ¼ ~CPDF;ð1Þq=q̄0 ðxÞ ¼ 0: ð74cÞ
~CPDF;ð2Þq=q ðx; b20=b2; b0=bÞ ¼ 8HDYð2Þqq̄←qq̄ðxÞ − 2C2F

δð1 − xÞ ðπ
2 − 8Þ2
4



















~CPDF;ð2Þq=g ðx; b20=b2; b0=bÞ ¼ 16HDYð2Þqq̄←qgðxÞ − 2CF










~CPDF;ð2Þq=q̄ ðx; b20=b2; b0=bÞ ¼ 16HDYð2Þqq̄←qqðxÞ; ð74fÞ
~CPDF;ð2Þq=q0 ðx; b20=b2; b0=bÞ ¼ 16HDYð2Þqq̄←qq̄0 ðxÞ; ð74gÞ
~CPDF;ð2Þq=q̄0 ðx; b20=b2; b0=bÞ ¼ 16HDYð2Þqq̄←qq0 ðxÞ: ð74hÞ
To obtain results for the coefficients with general values of
ζ and μ, which we do not present explicitly here, one can
use the evolution equations for ~C. These show that the







, and the coefficients of the logarithms can be
deduced from the equations. These equations are




























These can in turn be derived from the evolution equa-
tions (7) and (9) for the TMD parton densities and the












We have compared the values in Eqs. (74) with those
found in Ref. [11], and found agreement. In making the
comparison, the following points are important. First the
identities





























ln2 z lnð1 − zÞ; ð82Þ














lnðtÞ lnð1 − ztÞ: ð84Þ
Second, our flavor-diagonal matching coefficient CPDFð2Þq=q ,
is the full matching coefficient. The apparently correspond-
ing coefficient in Ref. [11] is Cð2;0Þq←q. But in fact the full
matching coefficient is obtained by adding to this the term
for nonmatching quark flavors Cð2;0Þq←q0 . A corresponding
remark applies to the q ← q̄ coefficient.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude by summarizing and highlighting our main
results.
Firstly, we have established the mapping between
quantities in the earlier CSS1 organization of factorization,
for which there are many previous calculations and fits, and
the newer CSS2 method. The results for CSS2 also apply to
the SCET-based formalism of Echevarría et al. [5], since
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their TMD functions and factorization formulas are equiv-
alent to the CSS2 ones. They also apply to the method of Li
and Zhu [13], Li et al. [28], provided that TMD functions
are defined by absorbing a square root of their soft factor
into each beam function, as we explain in Appendix B.
Perturbative quantities in one formalism are directly related
to those of the other with equations like (17), (19), and (70).
Furthermore, as regards the nonperturbative transverse-
momentum dependence, we have established that the
g-functions like gKðbTÞ and gj=Hðx; bTÞ are identical in
CSS1 and in CSS2. Therefore fits of these functions
obtained using CSS1 (e.g., [1,2]) may correctly be used
in CSS2, and in the SCET formalisms of Refs. [5,13,28].
Secondly, we have shown in detail how to obtain the
perturbative quantities in the new formalisms from a
combination of calculations for qT distributions in collinear
factorization, as in Refs. [8,46], with calculations of the
dimensionally regulated massless quark form factor, as in
Ref. [7,12]. It is quite nontrivial that the anomalous
dimensions γj and γK for TMD functions can be obtained
from the form factor alone. We showed explicitly that the
results agree with those obtained directly from calculations
[9–11,13,36,37,45] of the matrix elements of the operators,
involving Wilson lines, that are used in the definitions of
the unsubtracted TMD functions and the soft function.
Although some of our results appear to be known in the
literature, we have not found sufficient details to reproduce
them without going through the details given in this paper.
In particular, we found it necessary to derive some
apparently new results for factorization for the form factor,
which we give in Appendix A.
We collected together the results from different sources,
and then have results for the hard coefficient H, for the
anomalous dimensions γj and γK, and for the CS-style
evolution function ~KðbTÞ at order α3s. The remaining
perturbative function is the small-bT matching coefficient,
which in all cases is known to order α2s.
There are several noteworthy observations to make here:
On one hand, approaches starting from calculations in
collinear factorization and the form factor, which do not
use explicit definitions of TMD functions, gave results for all
perturbative parts (γj, γK , H, and C-functions in TMD
factorization) without the need to deal with TMD-specific
issues such as how to regulate rapidity divergences in the
operator matrix elements defining TMD functions. This is a
major advantage of such methods. Another advantage is that
the steps to obtain all perturbatively calculated quantities are
the same that are needed to calculate qT ∼Q corrections
(called the Y-terms; see also Ref. [47] and references therein
for other approaches). Thus, all relevant perturbative calcu-
lations are included. On the other hand, methods that specify
clear TMD pdf definitions also uniquely fix the definition of
the hard part, H, up to renormalization schemes. Without
such definitions, there is ambiguity in defining a hard part, as
discussed in Ref. [8]. However, as we have shown, the
ambiguity is completely resolved by appropriate manipula-
tions applied to results for the massless quark form factor
despite there being no explicit use of the definitions of
the TMD functions. Methods such as those of [4,5,
9–11,13,37,45], which begin with explicit TMD definitions,
have the advantages of allowing direct calculations of the
relevant quantities, and of allowing the efficient realization
evenhigher order calculations, as inLi andZhu [13], for some
quantities, and they also leave open the possibility of studying
TMD correlation functions directly, even nonperturbatively.
A loss of a clear separationbetween hard parts and correlation
functions is a disadvantage of approaches rooted purely in
collinear factorization and large qT methods. Our hope is that
results from this article will allow the advantages of each
approach tobeoptimally exploited. In futurework, thiswould
include in treatments of polarization-dependent effects, using
spindependentmatching coefficients such as those calculated
recently in Ref. [48].
Thirdly, we have extended the universality properties of
the TMD functions by proving in Appendix A that the
anomalous dimensions labeled γj (these are labeled γF and
γD in, e.g., Ref. [49]) are equal between TMD pdfs and
TMD fragmentation functions to all orders. In the past,
fixed order calculations were suggestive of this result, but it
can be now taken as a general theorem.
The compatibility that we have demonstrated between
alternative formalisms, many of which appear very differ-
ent on the surface, provides a highly nontrivial test of the
general structure of TMD factorization. Also, at a practical
level, this means that perturbative ingredients needed for
implementing TMD factorization are available at several
loop order. This will be important for future efforts to
implement TMD factorization phenomenologically in
multiple and diverse contexts (for recent work, see [50]
and references therein).
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APPENDIX A: RESULTS ON QUARK
FORM FACTOR
In working with factorization for the quark form factor,
some complications arise concerning the phases of the
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various factors. A particular issue concerns the phases of
the collinear factors and their relation to the orientation
(past- or future-pointing) of the Wilson lines used in
defining them. The phases give a possibility that the
anomalous dimensions have imaginary parts; their effects
need to be understood to give a correct relation between
anomalous dimensions and hard parts for the form factor
and corresponding quantities for the Drell-Yan and SIDIS
cross sections.
This appendix gives the necessary results. A primary tool
is the application of TP invariance to relate amplitudes with
past- and future-pointing Wilson lines; this generalizes the
method used in Ref. [30] and Sec. 13.17.1 of [4] to relate
parton densities between SIDIS and Drell-Yan.
1. Definitions of on-shell wave functions
In defining the form factor and the collinear factors, as
used in factorization properties like Eq. (30), it is necessary
to extract the spin-dependence associated with the Dirac
wave functions of the external particles. So here we define
these wave functions in terms of operator matrix elements.
The formulas are standard, and are important in systema-
tizing the application of TP symmetry.
Let jp; si be the state of an incoming quark of momen-
tum pwith the spin part of the state defined by a label s. We
will leave unstated the flavor of the quark for the moment.
Its Dirac wave function is defined to be
uðjp; siÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
Z
p h0jψð0Þjp; si; ðA1Þ
where Z is the residue of the on-shell pole of the quark’s
propagator, and ψ is the quark’s field. For an outgoing
quark, we use
ūðhp; sjÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
Z
p hp; sjψ̄ð0Þj0i; ðA2Þ
which can, of course, be derived from the hermitian
conjugate of Eq. (A1).
For an antiquark, we indicate the state with an overbar,
jp; si, and define the wave function for an incoming
antiquark by
v̄ðjp; siÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
Z
p h0jψ̄ð0Þjp; si; ðA3Þ
and for an outgoing antiquark by
vðhp; sjÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
Z
p hp; sjψð0Þj0i: ðA4Þ
(Throughout we use the standard convention where an
S-matrix element is notated as houtjini, with the out-state as
a bra and the in-state as a ket).
2. Definitions of scalar electromagnetic form factor
For the timelike form factor for quark-antiquark anni-
hilation, qjðpAÞ þ q̄|̄ðpBÞ → γðqÞ, the actual amplitude is
defined by
F̂μi:s: ¼ h0jjμð0ÞjpA; sA; pB; sB; ini: ðA5Þ
Here “i.s.” denotes “initial-state.” We choose coordinates
such that the 3-momenta of the particles, pA and pB, are in the
þz and −z directions. We use light-front coordinates,





ðv0 − vzÞ= ffiffiffi2p ; vTÞ.
We define the scalar form factor Fi:s: by
F̂μi:s: ¼ v̄BγμuAFi:s:ðQ2Þ þ power-suppressed; ðA6Þ
where v̄B and uA are the wave functions for the external




4ð1 − ϵÞQ2 TrðpAΓ
μpBγμÞ; ðA7Þ
where Γμ is the vertex function, i.e., the matrix element in
Eq. (A5) with the factors of uA and v̄B omitted.
To relate the wave-function structure to the approxima-









Then to leading power in Q, the amplitude is
F̂μi:s: ¼ v̄BPAγμPAuAFi:s:ðQ2Þ þ power-suppressed: ðA9Þ
When the quark and antiquark are in the final state, so
that the process is γðqÞ → qjðpAÞ þ q̄|̄ðpBÞ, we have
instead
F̂μf:s: ¼ hpA; sA; pB; sB; outjjμð0Þj0i; ðA10Þ
and
F̂μf:s: ¼ ūAPBγμPBvBFf:s:ðQ2Þ þ power-suppressed:
ðA11Þ
For the spacelike process, γðqÞ þ qjðpAÞ → qjðpBÞ,
with an incoming and an outgoing quark, we have
F̂μSL ¼ hpB; sB; outjjμð0ÞjpA; sA; ini
¼ ūBPAγμPAuAFSLðQ2EÞ þ power-suppressed; ðA12Þ
where Q2E ¼ −ðpB − pAÞ2.
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As is well known, the timelike form factors for incoming
particles and outgoing particles are equal, while the time-
like form factor is obtained by analytically continuing
the spacelike form factor to Q2E ¼ −Q2 − iϵ. So we can
write Fi:s:ðQ2Þ¼Ff:s:ðQ2Þ¼FSLð−Q2−iϵÞ¼Fð−Q2−iϵÞ,
where we no longer need labels to distinguish the different
versions.
3. Factorization and the definitions of collinear factors
Factorization for the timelike form factor has the form
shown in (30), to which are to be added power-suppressed
corrections if masses are nonzero. Associated with it are
statements of the dominant regions that contribute to the
factors together with the evolution equations (32), (33),
and (34).
To derive factorization in the case that the quark and
antiquark are incoming (such as in Drell-Yan scattering),
the Wilson lines in the definitions of the collinear factors
must be past pointing [4] Ch. 10. This is to make it possible
to deform the contour of integration over loop momenta out
of the Glauber region. In this case the directions of the
Wilson lines match those of the corresponding quark or
antiquark.
When, instead, the quark and antiquark are in the final
state, the Wilson lines are future pointing. The collinear
factors are therefore potentially different than for the initial-
state case. We will later use TP invariance to show that they
are in fact equal.
Finally, for the spacelike case, it might appear natural to
use a mixture of past-pointing and future-pointing Wilson
lines, to correspond to the physical situation of having one
incoming quark and one outgoing quark. But in fact they
can be chosen to be all future-pointing. The reasoning is the
same as for factorization in SIDIS ([51] and [4]
Sec. 12.14.3). The Wilson lines could also be chosen to
be all past-pointing. The choice for them to be future-
pointing enables the results for the spacelike form factor to
match the results for corresponding graphs in SIDIS.
We define a Wilson line in direction n as the operator









where P denotes path-ordering, g0 is the bare coupling and
Að0Þ is the bare gluon field, a matrix on color space. We now
define the collinear factor Cj;i:s:;past for an initial-state quark
of flavor j with past-pointing Wilson lines. In the method
explained in [4], Ch. 10, we need auxiliary soft factors
Si:s:ðy1; y2Þ ¼ h0jWn2W†n1 j0i; ðA14Þ
which in fact only depend on the rapidity difference
y1 − y2. Here n1 and n2 denote the following directions,
of rapidities y1 and y2, in light-front coordinates:
n1 ¼ −ð1;−e−2y1 ; 0TÞ; n2 ¼ −ð−e2y2 ; 1; 0TÞ: ðA15Þ
We will be working with limits y1 → þ∞ and y2 → −∞,
when n1 and n2 become past-pointing directions corre-
sponding to the incoming quark and antiquark.
The collinear factors have an extra auxiliary direction in
their definition; it is given a rapidity y. We define the









× Zj ¼ Cj;i:s:;pastðζA; μÞPAuðjpA; sAiÞ: ðA16Þ
Given that QCD is invariant under rotations and
parity inversion, the spin dependence is only as given by
the last factor on the right, leaving the scalar collinear factor
Cj. The quantity Zj is a UV renormalization factor, which
in fact equals the quantity exp ð1
2








with D and E as used in Sec. VI. The collinear factor
depends on the rapidity of the auxiliary direction y via the
parameter
ζA ¼ 2ðpþA Þ2e−2y: ðA17Þ
This, and the corresponding ζB for the antiquark’s collinear
factor, may be set equal to jQ2j.
Almost the same definition gives the collinear factor
C|̄;i:s:;pastðζB; μÞ for the antiquark. The directions must then
be adjusted to be compatible with the chosen direction for
the antiquark’s momentum, which also exchanges the roles
of the directions n1 and n2. This gives
lim
y1→∞;y2→−∞





× Zj ¼ C|̄;i:s:;pastðζB; μÞv̄ðjpB; sBiÞPA: ðA18Þ
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By charge-conjugation invariance the antiquark and
quark collinear factors are equal:
C|̄;i:s:;pastðζ; μÞ ¼ Cj;i:s:;pastðζ; μÞ: ðA19Þ
As already indicated, there are three other versions of the
collinear factors that need to be considered in turn: We may
replace the past-pointing Wilson lines by future-pointing
Wilson lines, and, independently, we may change the
initial-state quark to a final-state quark. For example, in
the case of a final-state quark, the quark matrix element
(times projector) is replaced by
hpA; sAjψ̄ j;ð0Þð0ÞW†n2 j0iPB; ðA20Þ
and the wave function factor by
ūðhpA; sAjÞPB: ðA21Þ
We will next find the relations between the four versions
of the collinear factor. (Some relations are elementary
consequences of applying hermitian conjugation, of course).
4. Using TP symmetry etc to relate collinear
factors for different cases
Since a TP transformation reverses both space and time
coordinates, we will use TP invariance to relate collinear
factors with initial-state and final-state Wilson lines. Since
both T and P separately reverse the 3-momentum of a state,
the combined TP operations preserves momentum.
We let UTP be the anti-unitary operator for TP trans-
formations on state space. To specify its action on the













Then the TP transformation of the quark and antiquark
fields is given by
UTPψðxÞU−1TP ¼ γTPψð−xÞ; ðA23Þ
UTPψ̄ðxÞU−1TP ¼ ψ̄ð−xÞγTP; ðA24Þ
where
γTP ¼ iγ1γ3γ0; ðA25Þ
which is hermitian, imaginary and antisymmetric, and is its
own inverse.
The inverse transformations acquire a minus sign, which
will be important to our calculations:
U−1TPψðxÞUTP ¼ −γTPψð−xÞ; ðA26Þ
U−1TPψ̄ðxÞUTP ¼ −ψ̄ð−xÞγTP; ðA27Þ
It can be shown, from the effect of TP on the gluon
fields, that a TP transformation simply reverses the
direction of a Wilson line:
UTPWnU−1TP ¼ W−n: ðA28Þ
Although a TP transformation preserves the momentum
of a quark (or other) state, it changes the spin in a way
governed by the field transformations. For example,
uðUTPjp; siÞ ¼ γTPuðjp; siÞ: ðA29Þ
This simply follows from Eqs. (A1) and (A23), as do
similar equations for the other varieties of wave function.
We now use a TP transformation to relate collinear
factors with past-pointing and future-pointing Wilson lines.
We start from the definition (A16), but with the quark state
jp; si replaced by UTPjp; si. The following chain of
argument relates the quark matrix element to the complex
conjugate of a matrix element with a reversed Wilson line.





¼ γTP½PAh0jW−nψð0Þjp; si: ðA30Þ
The antilinearity of UTP gives the complex conjugation in
the last line. It also gives a sign reversal of the imaginary
matrix γTP, when this numerical matrix is taken from a
position on the right of UTP to the left. A similar argument
shows that the soft factors in (A16) with their past-pointing
Wilson lines equal the complex conjugate of the soft factors
with future-pointing Wilson lines. Hence as regards the
left-hand-side of (A16), we have
L:h:s: of ðA16Þwith past W:L: and stateUTPjp; si
¼ γTP × ðL:h:s: with future W:L: and state jp; siÞ
ðA31Þ
For the right-hand-side of (A16), with the state UTPjp; si
we have
Cj;i:s:;pastðζ; μÞPAuðUTPjp; siÞ
¼ Cj;i:s:;pastðζ; μÞγTPPA½uðjp; siÞ; ðA32Þ
from (A29). But the right-hand side of (A31) equals
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γTP½Cj;i:s:;futureðζ; μÞPAuðjp; siÞ: ðA33Þ
We deduce that
Cj;i:s:;futureðζ; μÞ ¼ ½Cj;i:s:;pastðζ; μÞ: ðA34Þ
That is, changing Wilson lines between future- and past-
pointing causes a complex conjugation of the collinear
factor.
We also need to relate this to the collinear factor for a
final-state quark. Now the quark matrix element (A20) used
for a final-state quark is the hermitian conjugate of the one
for an initial-state quark. But hermitian-conjugation leaves
the location of the Wilson line unchanged. From this and a
little further algebra we deduce that
Cj;f:s:;futureðζ; μÞ ¼ ½Cj;i:s:;futureðζ; μÞ; ðA35Þ
and hence
Cj;f:s:;futureðζ; μÞ ¼ Cj;i:s:;pastðζ; μÞ: ðA36Þ
Thus we have equal collinear factors if the directions of the
Wilson lines match the quarks, and a complex conjugate
when they are opposite.
For a reference collinear factor, notated simply Cj, we
use
Cj ¼ Cj;i:s:;past ¼ Cj;f:s:;future; ðA37Þ
and then the other two cases are
Cj;i:s:;future ¼ Cj;f:s:;past ¼ Cj : ðA38Þ
5. Phases for anomalous dimensions, etc
From the results so far (and the established factorization
properties), we have evolution equations of the form (32)
and (33). We know, from explicit calculations, that a
collinear factor can and does have a nontrivial phase. So
the anomalous dimension functions γj and γK might also
have phases.
To show that they are in fact real, we start from the
observation that from the above results, the spacelike form
factor obeys
FSL ¼ HSLjCjj2; ðA39Þ
with the absolute value squared of the collinear factor. The
spacelike form factor FSL is real, and therefore so is the
corresponding hard factor. Going to the massless case, we
replace jCjj2 by its counterterm, and, just as we had in (39)
for the timelike case, we have





where we have used a superscript “SL” onD and E because
we have not yet established their identity with those used
with the timelike form factor. Since F is real, we find its
pole terms, captured in the D and E terms, are also real.
Now we analytically continue F to the timelike case. The









and the finite part H continues to its value for the timelike
case:
HSud;TLðQ2Þ ¼ HSud;SLð−Q2 − iϵÞ: ðA42Þ
Comparison of the above equations with (39) for the
timelike case, shows that DSL and ESL are equal to the
original D and E, and that these functions are real. It also
follows that γj and γK are real, since they can be computed
from simple derivatives of D and E.
APPENDIX B: CORRESPONDENCE WITH
METHODS OF LI AND ZHU [13], LI et al. [28]
Li and Zhu [13] have made an important calculation at
order a3s of the kernel of the rapidity RG equation of their
soft factor. As we will show in this section, their kernel in
fact exactly equals the ~K function of CSS2. Their definition
appears to be quite different to that of ~K, so the equality is
far from obvious, which leads to the proof given in this
section.
Furthermore their TMD factorization formula includes
an explicit soft factor, similarly to case for the TMD
factorization formula in CSS1 prior to CSS1’s process-
dependent redefinitions. In this section, we will also show,
following Refs. [5,27], how to convert the factorization
formula and TMD parton densities used by Li and Zhu [13]
to the CSS2 form, which in turn are the same as those of
Echevarría et al. [5] (see Ref. [27]), thereby giving a
standardized set of parton densities common to most recent
formalisms.
The version of TMD factorization that is used in
Ref. [13] uses a regulator of rapidity divergences defined
by Li et al. [28]. The hard factor agrees with Eqs. (63), (64),
since it corresponds to virtual graphs for the on-shell quark
form factor with collinear and soft subtractions. After
allowing for differences in conventions for an overall
normalization factor, we find that their factorization for-
mula differs from the CSS2 version (6) simply by the
replacement of the factors ~fj=A ~f|̄=B by





×BðxB;bT ;μ;ν=ðxBP−BÞ;asðμÞÞSðbT ;μ;ν;asðμÞÞ: ðB1Þ
Here ν is the rapidity regulator parameter, the B factors are
beam functions with zero bin subtractions12 applied, and S
is a soft factor. In the operator definitions, ν is implemented
as follows: In S, the vertices on the left and the right of the
final-state cut have their relative positions changed from
the standard value b ¼ ð0; 0; bTÞ, as used in CSS2, to
b ¼ ðib0=ν; ib0=ν; bTÞ, in ðþ;−; TÞ coordinates. This is
called an exponential rapidity regulator. In the beam
functions, only the component of position separation
that is zero in the unregulated quantity is replaced in this
fashion—in Ref. [28] see Eq. (33), as compared with the
unregulated form (13), although we did not find explicit
definitions of the regulated beam factors. Because the shift
is applied equally to þ and − coordinates there is an
implicit choice of Lorentz frame, similar to the choice of
the rapidity for the non-lightlike vector in CSS2. The





is by ν=ðxAPþA Þ or ν=ðxBP−BÞ only, and this is determined by
Lorentz covariance and the specific implementation of the
regulator.
This exponential rapidity regulator [13,28] does not
have any effect on purely virtual graphs. In a full QCD
treatment including infrared physics, the virtual graphs
need separate regulators, but in the combination used in
(B1), this extra regulator may be removed, since the
associated divergences cancel in the product. Using such
a regulator would be important in determining the
correspondence with matrix elements that can be calcu-
lated in nonperturbative models (including the use of
lattice gauge theory). However the calculations we are
interested in are all in a purely massless theory with on-
shell external partonic targets. In that case, the would-be-
divergent integrals for the virtual graphs for the product
of collinear and soft factors are scale-free and hence are
consistently zero. This is exactly the same as for the
graphs for the bare collinear factors for the massless
quark form factor that we examined in Sec. VI A; the
graphs are the same. There remain MS renormalization
factors that can be determined from the other graphs.
Hence, as regards calculations, only graphs with real
emission are considered, which is what is done in the
calculations to order a3s in Ref. [13].
A possible definition of TMD parton densities (e.g.,
[28]) would be as the beam functions in (B1), with the
regulator preserved, but apparently with the asymptotic
behavior as ν → ∞ extracted—see Eq. (2) of Ref. [13].
However, as already mentioned, the soft factor does not
have a phenomenologically independent appearance. So
following the method of Echevarría et al. [5], we can
redefine the TMD parton densities by absorbing a factor offfiffiffi
S
p
into each, and then removing the regulator:
~fj=AðxA; bT; ζA; μÞ
¼ lim
ν→∞
BðxA; bT ; μ; ν=xAPþA ; asðμÞÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi




and similarly for ~f|̄=B. Here ζA ¼ 2ðxAPþA Þ2 with a corre-
sponding definition ζB ¼ 2ðxBP−BÞ2 for the other parton
density (in, for example, Drell-Yan scattering). The choice
of frame for defining the nonboost invariant quantities PþA
and P−B is determined by the implementation of the
regulator ν. As in CSS2, we have ζAζB ¼ Q4, and without
loss of generality we can set ζA ¼ ζB ¼ Q2 after applying
evolution equations.
The above confirms that the only differences between
the TMD pdfs of [13,27,28] are in the details for imple-
menting rapidity cutoffs. Thus, the resulting TMD parton
densities are the same as those of CSS2 [27]. These
TMD parton densities are therefore universal between
the different formalisms, and should be considered as
standard. In particular, they are independent of the exact
method by which rapidity divergences are regulated and
canceled, at least as regards the different approaches in
Refs. [4,5,11,28,45,52,53]. In all cases, in the limit that the
regulator(s) are removed, there is a collinear factor that is a
matrix element of the standard gauge-invariant operator for
TMD parton densities, with exactly lightlike Wilson lines.
This is multiplied by a combination of a UV renormaliza-
tion factor, soft factors, and possibly a factor implementing
zero-bin subtractions.
Now, for determining the CSS2 ~K, the relevant evolution
equation in Li and Zhu [13] is the rapidity RG equa-
tion [52,53], for dependence on ν. We wish to relate this to
~K, which is defined as a derivative of a parton density with
respect to a different variable ζ. We first observe that the
dependence of the beam function on ν is by the ratio
ν=ðxAPþA Þ, and so the ν-dependence is determined by the
dependence on PþA and hence on ζA. Now to get a finite
limit as ν → ∞ in (B2) we must have
∂






ln SðbT ; μ; ν; asðμÞÞ: ðB3Þ
Hence
~K ¼ ∂ ln ~f∂ ffiffiζp ¼ − limν→∞ ∂ lnB∂ν ¼ 12 limν→∞ ∂ ln
~S
∂ν ¼ γR; ðB4Þ
12“Zero bin subtractions” in SCET refers to the removal of
overlap between the beam function and soft gluons.
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which quantity was given in (15) of Li et al. [28], and was
used in (4) of Li and Zhu [13]. Equation (23) of Ref. [28] is
essentially a version of our (B3), as is Eq. (2.16) of Ref. [53].
When we set μ to its standard value b0=bT we get
equality of ~K with the quantity γr used in Ref. [13]:
~KðbT; μ; asðμÞÞjμ↦b0=bT ¼ γrðasÞ: ðB5Þ
The value of γr is given numerically to order a3s in (9) of Li
and Zhu [13], and hence also gives CSS2’s ~K.
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